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Maternal Responsiveness:  Its Consistency and Its Effect on Infant 
Responsiveness and Behavior over Infants’ First Three Months

Table 1 shows the mean maternal and infant vocal and smiling

contingency scores on each visit and the number of dyads for

whom contingency scores could be calculated. Both partners had

to perform the behavior in order for contingency scores to be

calculated; all the mothers vocalized and smiled in the initial

interactive phase of each visit, but not all of the infants did so.

Maternal vocal contingency and infant vocal and smiling

contingency significantly increased at the infant age of two
months, which is the age when infants become more active social

partners.

METHOD

Figure 1 shows the significant correlations among maternal and

infant contingency scores. Consistency of individual differences

in maternal vocal responsiveness was present early in the

mother-infant relationship. Maternal contingency predicted infant

contingency within and across the visits.

RESULTS

________________________________________________________________

Visits

_________________________________________________________________

1 week 1 month 2 months 3 months  
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Maternal Vocal .013 (.032) .062 (.083) .157 (.124) .162 (.120)
Contingency
Infant Vocal .017 (.037) .053 (.064) .132 (.101) .153 (.112)
Contingency

Number of dyads 45 43 50 49

Maternal Smiling .107 (.232) .148 (.231) .148 (.124) .187 (.151)

Contingency
Infant Smiling .055 (.117) .036 (.075) .131 (.133) .117 (.111)
Contingency
Number of dyads 9 19 39 44

_______________________________________________________
Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Maternal responsiveness to infants’ behavior affects infants’

social-cognitive development as well as mother-infant

attachment security. Maternal responsiveness varies across the

population but is thought to be stable within individual dyads

from infants’ early life. Yet few studies have examined the

longitudinal consistency of maternal responsiveness or its

influence on infants’ responsiveness and behavior. The present

study investigated mothers’ and infants’ responsiveness to each
other longitudinally over the infants’ first three months.

BACKGROUND

ABSTRACT

The effects of maternal responsiveness on infant responsiveness

and behavior in the Still Face Task were examined longitudinally

through infants’ first three months. Maternal vocal

responsiveness and infant vocal and smiling responsiveness

significantly increased when infants were two months of age.

Mothers showed continuity of individual differences in vocal

responsiveness from the infants’ newborn period. Maternal

responsiveness predicted infant responsiveness within and
across sessions. Compared to infants with low responsive

mothers, infants with high responsive mothers were more

attentive and affectively engaged during the Still Face Task from

one month of age. Infants with high responsive mothers

discriminated between the task phases with their smiling at one

month, a month before infants with low responsive mothers did

so. Infants discriminated between the phases with their attention

and non-distress vocalizations throughout their first three

months. Results suggest maternal responsiveness influences

infant responsiveness and facilitates infants’ engagement and

expectations for social interaction.

The influence of maternal responsiveness is present early in

the mother-infant relationship. Maternal responsiveness

predicted infant responsiveness in concurrent interactions and

in future interactions. Mothers showed continuity of individual

differences in vocal responsiveness from the infants’ newborn

period. Maternal vocal responsiveness and infant vocal and

smiling responsiveness increased when infants were two

months. Compared to infants with low responsive mothers,

infants with high responsive mothers were more attentive and

affectively engaged during the Still Face Task from one month

of age. Infants with high responsive mothers discriminated

between the task phases with their smiling at one month, a

month before infants with low responsive mothers did so.

Maternal responsiveness facilitates infants’ engagement and

expectations for social interaction.

CONCLUSIONS

To examine the effect of maternal contingency on infants'

response to the Still Face Task, infants were divided into two

groups: those with high contingent mothers and those with low

contingent mothers. Mothers’ vocal and smiling contingent

scores were ranked on each visit. High contingent mothers were

mothers in the top half of the vocal or smiling contingency

ranking on two or more visits (52% of the mothers). Figures 2-5

show infants’ attention, smiling, and non-distress vocalizations
for both groups on each visit. From the one month visit, infants

with high contingent mothers were more attentive and smiled

more than infants with low contingent mothers. Infants with high

contingent mothers discriminated between the task phases with

their smiling at one month, a month before infants with low

contingent mothers did so.

Mothers and infants (N=60) engaged in the Still Face Task when

infants were 1 week, 1 month, 2 months, and 3 months (3 minute

initial interactive phase, 1 minute still face phase, 2 minute reunion

phase). Each dyadic partner was scored for attention, smiles, and

non-distress vocalizations during each phase. Scores for

contingent smiling and contingent vocalization during the initial

interactive phase were calculated for each partner. Behaviors

were contingent if they followed a similar behavior of the partner
within 1 second. Smiling and vocal contingency scores (phi

scores) controlled for the base rate of each partner’s behavior.

Figure 2: Infants’ responses at 1 week (high: infants with

high contingent mothers; low: infants with low contingent

mothers).
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Figure 3: Infants’ responses at 1 month (high: infants with

high contingent mothers; low: infants with low contingent

mothers).

Figure 4: Infants’ responses at 2 months (high: infants with

high contingent mothers; low: infants with low contingent

mothers).

Figure 5: Infants’ responses at 3 months (high: infants with

high contingent mothers; low: infants with low contingent

mothers).

Figure 1.
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